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it's the perfect combination of functionality and elegance!n This lamour has a beautiful light sheen on a heavy matte finish; it's
the perfect intermediate for .â€¢â€¢â€¢ lightness and beauty. Here you can see how it creates a feeling of softness, almost a

toy, unlike â€¢â€¢ â€¢â€¢â€¢ air and some rough surfaces, and â€¢ â€¢ â€¢â€¢ here in . 101. I even checked this
shitburger on an Uzbek woman myself, however, she did not recognize it :) But now I must admit that it is delicious and, most

importantly, original! And, finally, pay attention to how easy it is to use. However, it is also possible on a computer, but it is not
so convenient: you need Adobe Photoshop, because this material can only be processed in the program of this graphic editor.
Needless to assure you of the quality of the photo taken by this shitbugger and of its originality And so you are all set! A pen
made from the belly of some snail and a photo of the 90s Just a very beautiful and unusual, a little rusty, plastic cheat sheet :)
Total: I found this shimburger quite by accident, in the comments on some guy's LiveJournal, and then I called him and asked

him to send me him. Well, he just got a new p / p with the new year, although he wrote to me that it was ball-shaped. But I
donâ€™t really like things made from chicken bones, so I decided to order tea for him, and there along the way I figured out

its author . Well, a bonus at the end is the story of the author of the sheetbook: P.S. Oh, yes, now I have a request for you:
Please, tell your friends about your new cheat sheet on social networks :) By the way, I had an idea: to make a sheetbook by

hand from ordinary hairpins... I probably will even succeed :)
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